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Tax Practice: OPR Chief Doesn't Want to See Circular 230 ‘Garbage'at Bottom of 
Practitioner E-Mails 
 
By Lydia Beyoud 
 
Internal Revenue Service officials said they were happy to bid adieu to the omnipresent 
yet misused IRS Circular 230 disclaimer at the bottom of practitioner e-mails, and 
cautioned practitioners that continued inclusion of the disclaimer will be considered a 
misstatement. 
 
“I'm here to tell you to get that jurat, that disclaimer, off your e-mails. It's no longer 
necessary,” Karen L. Hawkins, director of IRS Office of Professional Responsibility, told 
practitioners at a June 20 tax conference sponsored by the New York University School 
of Continuing and Professional Studies in New York. 
 
The IRS's chief counsel, William J. Wilkins, seconded that statement, telling 
practitioners in a keynote address that the “Circular 230 legend is not merely dead, it's 
really most sincerely dead. So please omit.” 
 
Final regulations (T.D. 9668, RIN 1545-BF96) on Circular 230 were issued June 9 and 
took effect June 12. The rules eased a number of requirements under the publication, in 
particular doing away with the need to follow a separate set of standards regarding 
“covered opinions” when providing written advice to clients (111 DTR G-5, 6/10/14). 

Some Disclaimers OK. 

Practitioners can still use a disclaimer that highlights that their legal opinion should be 
confined to the facts a client has provided, Hawkins said, “but I do not want to see jurats 
from any of you, after today, that say things like ‘the Internal Revenue Service requires 
that I tell you,’ or ‘under Circular 230 I am obliged to say,’ because those will be 
misstatements.” 
 
The form or wording of the alternative disclaimer will be up to practitioners, said 
Hawkins. “I just don't want you blaming all that extra garbage at the end of your e-mails 
on the Internal Revenue Service or the Office of Professional Responsibility,” she said. 
 
The government and practitioners have widely conceded that the former disclaimer had 
been rendered devoid of meaning after being used in all e-mailed communications, 
even in the context of arranging social meetings or other non-legal related matters. 

Due Diligence Provision. 



Replacing the old provision, and now of much more importance for practitioners, is the 
new Circular 230 Section 10.37 on due diligence governing written advice. The 
government deliberately structured it as a “principles-based regulation. It is intended to 
be very broad, it is intended to leave a lot of leeway, both at your end and at my end, in 
terms of how we analyze this,” Hawkins said. 
 
The provision requires practitioners to make reasonable factual and legal assumptions, 
she said. “You have to put reasonable amounts of effort into ascertaining what the 
relevant facts are. You have to reasonably consider all the relevant facts and 
circumstances with respect to what you know or what you should know.” 
 
Practitioners may not rely on representations from a client or another individual if the 
reliance cannot be deemed reasonable, she said. 

Scrutinizing Marketed Opinions. 

The IRS will be keeping a close eye on marketed opinions in particular, Hawkins said. 
That includes written advice that a practitioner knows or should know will be used by a 
client to market something to third parties with whom a practitioner doesn't have a 
direct, confidential client relationships. “We're going to take a little closer look at that if it 
gets referred into us,” she said. 
 
Not all written material will be considered relevant to the provisions of Section 10.37, 
Hawkins said. Documents prepared for educational distribution or comments submitted 
to the government won't be targeted, she said. 
 
“On the other hand, if it's some of the stuff I saw in the 1990s and 2000s where folks 
went out and spoke to large conventions of dentists and doctors and sold them tax 
shelters in the process, those written materials would constitute written advice under 
10.37,” she said. 
 
 
 
  
 


